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Give Up MTC
Management Control
and Sell TN- CRAN
Tells Government

Criminal Cases
n

n

Eba Kandovazu

The Ohangwena region has recorded 4 491
different criminal cases so far this year, of
which gender-based violence tops at 3 131,
while 185 rape cases were reported.
Ohangwena governor Walde Ndevashiya
revealed this on Wednesday during his State
of the Region address for 2022
He termed these as crimes of concern, with
theft at 983 cases, assault and grievous
bodily harm cases at 667, housebreaking at
516, robbery at 123 and stock theft cases
at 101. Ndevashiya said that although the
region has ten police stations, they continue

to record a higher number of cases of crimes
committed.
"In an effort to curb the high crime rate in
the region, plans are underway to construct
new police stations at Ondobe, Epembe
and Omboloka. The Namibian police in the
region are committed to the provision of
safety and security by creating a conducive
working environment for the men and
women in the uniform to ensure their social
wellbeing," Ndevashiya said.
He added that the construction of a police
station with charge office, cell block, male and
female single quarters and married quarters
at Endola is underway, the construction of a
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police station at Ongha is also underway as
well as the construction of police barracks at
Eenhana.
Earlier this week, the regional commander of
Ohangwena region, commissioner Elizabeth
Sibolile took issue with those labelling the
Ohangwena region as a crime hotspot. She
said the region did not report serious crimes.
According to her, the media also paints a
bad picture of the region by reporting that
Ohangwena records a lot of crime. "When
crime happens in other places, no one really
says anything,

Nghiinomenwa Erastus

To lower broadband/data costs in the
country, the communication regulator
calls for further competition and, as a
remedy, has advised the government to
give up management control in MTC.
Secondly, the government, which is the
main shareholder in Telecom Namibia,
should sell the mobile segment, TN, to
the private sector, the Communication
Regulatory Authority of Namibia
(Cran) advised.
This is according to a presentation done
by Helene Vosloo, head of Economics
and Sector Research, to stakeholders at
the end of March 2022- based on their
2020 market assessment.
Cran's assessment revealed that
insufficient competition leads to higher
prices and inadequate investment for
fast and affordable Internet for all
segments of society.
According to Cran, a reasonable price
per GB would be N$15 per GB and
lowering the cost of data to such levels
will involve various remedies, one of
them being increased competition and
investment.
Namibia's ICT sector is characterised
by state ownership and insufficient
competition, the body stated. The
regulator explained that the absence
of competition led to higher, not lower
broadband prices in the past four years,
contrary to global trends.

Continued on P2

As a result, the regulator proposed "selling
a share of MTC and management control
to a private investor."
MTC was listed in November 2021, but the
state has not given up management control
of MTC, Cran's presentation revealed.
Another proposal to deepen competition
in the communication sector is to sell the
mobile business of Telecom Namibia to a
private investor, preferably an international
operator group.
"A larger operator group would have the
capital to modernise Telecom Namibia's
mobile broadband network, expand its
reach and compete with MTC," explained
the regulator.
This will be through utilising economies
of scale in access to international
telecommunication equipment markets.
The recommendations are coming at
the point where not only is the average
download speed in South Africa three
times the speed of Namibia, but most
SADC members also have faster
broadband services. This includes Angola,
Zimbabwe, Lesotho, Eswatini, Tanzania,
Madagascar and Mauritius. According
to Cran, this has meant insufficient
investment in last-mile connectivity, most
notably mobile 4G broadband, low quality
of service and potentially high end-user
prices. Namibia's 3G can barely be called
broadband- the average download speed
on 3G was 1Mbps, while 4G speeds are
reasonable at 19.33 Mbps.
Continued on P2
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Ohangwena
but as soon as anything happens in our
region, everyone is talking," Sibolile said.
Earlier this week, a 65-year-old man fatally
shot his 55-year-old brother, sparking
shockwaves. Sibolile told The Villager that
the pensioner's motive was unknown but that
the two brothers had a quarrel.
Ndevashiya also revealed that during the
period under review, 675 people died in
his region, of which 167 died because of
Covid-19. He added that one person died
due to Malaria, two women succumbed to
maternity complications, while the remaining
450 died due to other various causes.
He stressed that about 800 people were
treated at public health facilities across the
region for scabies.
"However, during the year under review,
the number of cases exponentially increased
between March 2021 and February 2022. A
total number of 1,815 cases were reported
in 2021, while 4,441 cases were reported
between January and April 2022 alone,
depicting an outbreak. To curb further
scabies transmissions, the region received
a stock of Benzyl Benzoate creams to treat
all patients who fell victim to the infection,"
Ndevashiya said.
On Covid-19, the Governor said as of 20
June 2022, the region tested 28 354 people
for Covid-19, of which 6,477 tested positive,

with 17 active, positive cases.
He explained that there are zero active
cases in isolation and nine active cases being
hospitalised thus far.
"In terms of vaccination against Covid-19,
33 563, 19.23 per cent of people have
received the first dose, 19 415 people have
received their second dose, 27 590 people
have been fully vaccinated, and 1,347 people
have received the booster dose," he said.

A total
number
of 1,815
cases were
reported in
2021.

While Africa has seen rapidly declining
mobile broadband prices, in Namibia, they
have increased, the regulator revealed.
Cran indicated that competition issues in
the communication sector are even more
severe compared to South Africa, where four
mobile operators compete, and only one of
them has partial state ownership.
In Namibia, the only two national operators
are both owned by the same holding
company. As it stands, MTC has sold a
portion of the company to the public.
Cran's assessment in their 2020 report
indicated that MTC's price of 1GB prepaid
data per month increased by 41 per cent
since Q1 2016, while operators in Botswana,
Zambia, Mozambique and even South Africa
decreased their prices significantly during
the same period.
The main trend since 2014 has been the
nationalisation of the ICT sector before MTC
was listed. Telecom Namibia took over the
privately owned Leo (Powercom) in 2014.
In 2018, NPTH increased its shareholding in
MTC to 100 per cent.
Both MTC and Telecom Namibia were 100
per cent owned by NPTH, which itself is 100
per cent owned by the state- before the public
listing of 49 per cent of ordinary shares of
MTC.
Before the listing, the state controlled 92 per
cent of ICT sector assets and 82.5 per cent of
ICT sector revenues.

Cran indicated that MTC dominates mobile
infrastructure.
MTC owns 72 per cent of all radio access
networks (RAN sites), Telecom Namibia 25
per cent and Paratus only 3 per cent.
Paratus only has RAN sites in four regions,
Erongo, Hardap, Khomas and Otjozondjupa,
while MTC and Telecom Namibia operate
RAN sites in all regions.
Nearly 1,8 million mobile SIM cards use
data in Namibia, or 61 per cent of active SIM
cards are used to access the Internet.
Namibia's reliance on mobile for internet
access is a result of many factors, such as
the cost of laptops and other devices as such
people utilise mobile phones.
Namibia's current per capita International
bandwidth usage is half that of South Africa
and Mauritius and similar to Botswana's.
While Namibia has a submarine cable
landing at its shores, the capacity utilised by
Namibian operators for their customers falls
short of its Southern African neighbours.
Botswana does not have a submarine landing
station and still has similar connectivity to
Namibia.
Cran indicated that even though Telecom
Namibia took over the only privately owned
national mobile network operator Leo in
2014, the company is also highly leveraged
with debt five times higher than equity.
Telecom Namibia also owns 100 per cent of
Powercom (previously Leo) and would now
have to pay US$25 million if it were to sell

Powercom.
The assessment revealed that Telecom had
negative shareholder equity since 2016 but
reduced its negative equity from US$38.3 to
-25.2 between 2016 and 2020.
As for MTC, it is run as a cash cow, and there
is no investment in innovative new income
streams, Cran's presentation revealed.
This is reflected in its investment pattern.
Additions to property, plant and equipment
(PPE) dropped from 59 per cent to 41 per
cent of net profits between 2012 and 2020.
MTC was mostly equity-financed in
2020. When the assessments were done,
shareholders' equity doubled its total
liabilities (financial leverage of 0.5).
According to Cran, MTC can potentially
increase profitability by replacing equity
through debt.
It also means that it could use debt to expand
its services, for example, by rolling out fast
mobile broadband and fibre to the home
(FTTh), the regulator indicated.
In Namibia, 10 out of 14 regions had 4G
population coverage of below 90 per cent,
and seven had 3G coverage below 90 per
cent.
Kunene, Kavango West and Omaheke
had less than 50 per cent 4G population
coverage. Kunene and Omaheke also had
low 3G population coverage with 50 per cent
and 66 per cent, respectively.
Email: erastus@thevillager.com.na

Geingob Will Never Be Recalled: Kawana
is defamatory, malicious and politically
motivated if one takes into account some
comments and remarks which are made in
some print and social media," he said.
Kawana has also come out to water down
speculation that the arrest of then Fishcor
acting boss, Paulus Ngalangi, was linked to
the Fishrot scandal.
Ngalangi was arrested on the 19th of August
2020 in Luderitz and was instrumental in
transporting Imanuwela to Windhoek using
his vehicle.

This, after he was made Fishcor acting Chief
Executive Officer in 2019 to replace Fishrot
accused Mike Nghipunya.
The arrest of Ngalangi and the charges
against him are clear evidence that the media
and social reports that his detention had
everything to do with the Fishrot scandal
was false, the minister said.
The minister also said that at all material
times, the police acted within the spirit and
letter of the Namibian law.
"There is no doubt in this case that the public

was misled by both social and print media.
My advice to the members of the public in
Namibia is that whatever you read in print or
social media about individuals, you must do
so with a pinch of salt because our media is
extremely polluted."
"It is now common cause that the arrest had
absolutely nothing to do with Fishrot. The
Fishrot speculation stemmed from the fact
that at the time of his arrest, Mr Ngalangi
Paulus Alpheus was Fishcor acting CEO,
based in Luderitz," he said.
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Kelvin Chiringa

Home affairs minister, Albert Kawana, says
that President Hage Geingob will never be
recalled and that any thought of doing so on
the part of some political outfits is merely
wishful thinking.
The Namibia Economic Freedom Fighters
(NEFF) has lately called for Geingob to step
aside to allow for a full investigation into
claims that he is complicit in concealing
crimes committed in South Africa.
The party has so far unsuccessfully knocked
on the door of the office of the Ombudsman.
"A recall of a President in our system is simply
wishful thinking. The President is innocent
and clean as per the comprehensive response
by the President. The Namibian police is
innocent and clean as per the comprehensive
response they issued. Therefore the chapter
of this matter is closed," said the minister.

Kawana also said claims that alleged Cyril
Ramaphosa's farm robbery mastermind,
Immanuel David, was abducted and tortured
in Namibia with the full knowledge of
Geingob were malicious and defamatory.
Kawana was speaking this Thursday
afternoon in the National Assembly, where
he provided a sequence of events from the
arrest and trial of Imanuwela.
Kawana said the purpose of his presentation
was to provide documentary proof to refute
the allegations beyond a reasonable doubt.
He also said that copies of the court records
and the charge sheet would be provided to
members of the August House.
He added that a court of declaration of
prohibited immigrants issued to Immanuel
by a senior immigration officer would also
be made available to counter allegations of
abduction.
"It will be proven that such an allegation
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Wasserfall Murder
Suspects To Be
Detained In Windhoek

NATIONAL NEWS

Animal Lung Sickness
Hits Ohangwena Region

n
n

Justicia Shipena

The High Court has ordered siblings Azaan
Madisia and Junior Mulundu, accused
of murdering Shannon Wasserfall, to be
detained in Windhoek.
This comes as the court had postponed the
matter to 18 August 2022 for filing.
During the court case management, the
defence counsel in the Windhoek High Court
asked whether the duo would be detained in
Walvis Bay and return upon the resumption
of the case in the court. It said they do not
object to their clients being detained in
Walvis Bay.
"I don't have an objection with the clients
being detained in Walvis Bay because we are
based in Swakopmund and Walvis Bay," said
legal representative Tanya Klazen.
The team also did not object to the accused
being detained in Windhoek.
"I don't have any objection. My client can be
detained in Windhoek."
According to the defence counsel, Madisa
prefered to be detained in Windhoek as the
conditions are better; however, Mulundu had
prefered Walvis Bay.
The murder case against the two was
transferred to the High Court and commenced
this morning.
Madisia will be detained at the Klein
Windhoek holding cells, while Mulundu will
be at the Windhoek Correctional Facility in
the trail awaiting section.
Shannon went missing on 10 April 2020
from Kuisebmond.
Months later, on 6 October 2020, her remains
were found in a shallow grave in Walvis Bay
after the police received a tip-off.
Dennis Wasserfall, the uncle to Shannon,
while speaking to The Villager on the case
being transferred to the High Court, said the

move brings hope.
Since their arrest in 2020, the siblings
appeared in the Walvis Bay Magistrate's
Court on charges of murder, defeating the
course of justice, fraud and theft.
"There is actually hope in the whole case,
and I am happy that the case is now at the
High Court, so I think there is hope," said
Wasserfall.
He added that it was a good move that the
duo are detained in Windhoek.
"As long as they are in custody and they
don't get bail," he said.
While the mother of the late Shannon, Poppy,
said she is pleased with the case being at the
High Court.
"I have hope that things will come to an end.
All I want is closure. All I want is closure,"
she expressed.
Activist Ndiilokelwa Nthengwe says the
accused had several representations that they
decided not to continue with, and the matter
being transferred to the High Court shows
there might be sufficient resources for the
judiciary to move forward.
"I think that really beings a lot of hope,
and the family is also mostly based here in
Windhoek," she said.
Nthengwe added that the activism on the
Wasserfall murder would persist.
"It just takes a little bit more of mobilisation
as some things have stalled a little bit since
2020, and that is because there have been so
many processes and the family taking that
time to mourn and grieve the loss of our
sister and cousin," she added.
She further believes that the #ShutItAllDown
movement is standing in solidarity. The
movement had widely demonstrated against
sexual and gender-based violence.
"We have been mobilising on social media,
and there have been other outcomes through

the processes we started when the movement
was launched."
Police reports had indicated Shannon was
allegedly reported missing by Madisia on 10
April last year.
The discovery of Shannon's remains led to
Madisia's arrest.
Mulundu was arrested after he handed
himself over to the police on 7 November
2020.
He also allegedly admitted to assisting his
sister in disposing of Shannon's remains.

I have hope
that things
will come
to an end.
All I want
is closure.
All I want is
closure," she
expressed.
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Hertha Ekandjo

The agriculture ministry has announced
an outbreak of the contagious bovine
pleuropneumonia, a common lung sickness.
According to the ministry, the lung sickness
has been detected in the Oshandi crushepen
in the Ondobe constituency, Ohangwena
region.
"Some farmers in the Oshandi crushepen
notified the veterinary officials in the region
after observing signs of lung sickness in
their cattle, mainly coughing," said chief
veterinary officer Albertina Shilongo.
Shilongo said an investigation by veterinary
officials established clinical signs of lung
sickness in six cattle out of 71.
She added that the Windhoek central
veterinary laboratory confirmed the sickness
on 31 May 2022.
"Lung sickness is mainly a disease of cattle
and water buffalo, caused by a bacterium
Mycoplasma mycoides, a type of bacteria
that attacks the lungs of susceptible animals,"
she said.
Moreover, she said surveillance teams have
been deployed to establish the extent of the
outbreak.
"Farmers are requested to cooperate and
present their livestock for inspection."
She said vaccination against the sickness is
underway and urged farmers to present their
cattle for vaccination at crush pens.
Shilongo narrated that lung sickness in
Africa is known to cause greater losses of
cattle than any other disease and may lead to
more than 50 per cent of cattle deaths.
"Cattle death due to lung sickness may be
sudden. However, the disease often develops
in chronic form resulting in subsequent cattle
deaths over a period of time," she explained.
In a statement issued by the ministry,
Shilongo further said there should be a
complete movement restriction of live

cattle, except for direct slaughter, within
the Ondobe constituency immediately until
further notice.
However, she said the movement of live
sheep, goats, pigs and other animals is
allowed.
"Movement of cattle for direct slaughter is
allowed outside the constituency provided
that they are slaughtered at abattoirs under
official veterinary control."
Shilongo said the movement of cattle for
direct slaughter within the constituency is
allowed under an official permit; however,
the cattle should be slaughtered within 72
hours under veterinary supervision.
"Movement of cattle meat and other
products is allowed within and out of the
constituency," she said.
Touching on treatment for the lung sickness,
the chief veterinary officer said the treatment
of affected animals with antibiotics can result
in healthy-looking animals that are still
infected and able to spread the disease.
The ministry has said some signs of lung
sickness include coughing, nasal discharges,
poor body conditions, and difficulty
breathing in cattle.
Additionally, the Shilongo said postmortem
signs in cattle with lung disease are a lot of
yellow fluid in the chest cavity and lungs
adhering to the ribcage.
She also said transmission of the lung
sickness occurs through direct contact
between infected animals through inhaling
droplets disseminated by coughing.
"Chronically infected cattle carry and spread
the disease without showing signs of the
illness for longer periods," said Shilongo.
Shilongo also said several roadblocks would
be set up at strategic points.
The directorate of veterinary services at the
ministry has urged farmers and members of
the public to cooperate with the measures put
in place.
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Fishing Quota Allocation Declines
Net Investments In Sector
Justicia Shipena

Financial analysts at Simonis Storm
Securities have found that the declining trend
in net investments in the fishing sector is due
to the quota allocation.
Simonis Storm revealed this in its agrimonthly report for May 2022.
According to them, some industry players
have three boats but receive a quota from the
government, which only needs one boat.
This follows after quotas have been allocated
amongst an increasing number of right
holders without an increase in the total
allowable catch (TAC).
"In other words, fishing companies get a
smaller slice of a fixed-size pie," the report
reads.
It added that Namibia could continue to see
net investment in new vessels decrease in the
fishing sector.
"And drag overall industry net investment
lower if the policy does not reallocate
resources in a better way," it adds.
Simonis Storm said quotas in the open
market have become extremely expensive
due to delayed quota allocation in prior years.
"The industry is sceptical of securing
sufficient quota for their processing
facilities," it stated.
This, according to them, has shifted
investment away from new vessels into landbased operations for additional value-adding
activities to be pursued.

Confederation of Namibian Fishing
Associations (CNFA) chairman Matti
Amukwa says the vast increase in the quota
prices makes the companies less capable of
investing in their operational assets.
"It is correct that new investments in vessels
and equipment is in direct competition with
the purchase of quotas," he said.
He added that the species driving the
Namibian fishing sector are hake, horse
mackerel, monk and crab.
"These species are being fished at a
maximum sustainable yield which is a
layman's term means that quotas cannot
be increased without damaging the mother
stock in the sea," he explains.
Amukwa said the industry has invested
N$6.5 billion in catching and processing
capacity, sufficient to land the available
quotas.
"However, vessels reach their economic
lifespan, fish processing equipment becomes
outdated and needs to be replaced with
newer, more cost-efficient equipment," he
adds.
He also stated that the association does not
get involved in the allocation and thus has
not received complaints about the allocation
of fishing quotas from its members.
"Currently, due to the different allocations
between the members, there is no consensus
on the matter. The association does not get
involved in the allocation," he said.
Furthermore, Amukwa said there has been no

delay in fishing quota allocation due to open
markets becoming extremely expensive.
"No, the fisheries ministry makes a great
effort in allocating the quotas on time, which
has improved substantially in recent years."
Adding that, only the initial quota auctions
have been delayed.
"We understand that this process will also be
improved."
He also explained that in the hake sector, the
quota has always been allocated at 70 per
cent wet fish for onshore processing and 30
per cent for freezer trawling.
"This is a deliberate policy of the fisheries
ministry to create more jobs as onshore
production is more labour intensive," he said.
According to him, the fisheries ministry and
the horse mackerel sector are in the process
of establishing a wet or freezer ratio within
that sector.
"In any case, both investments are needed
as there will be no fish for land-based
operations if it is not previously caught by
the fishing vessels."
When quizzed whether the fishrot exposé
impacted this, Amukwa said the quota
involved in the fishrot was disguised as a
government objective and taken away from
the commercial allocation to the operating
companies.
Hence he said it increased the cost of
acquiring quotas for the Namibian fishing
industry.

Education Ministry Receives 1-year N$1 Million
Namibia Reads Application Sponsorship
n

Hertha Ekandjo

The education ministry has received a
one-year complimentary sponsorship of
the Namibia Reads Application, valued
at $1 million, from the Smart Kids Club
and Foundation For Accessible Children's
Education (FACE) in the USA.
The education deputy minister, Faustina
Caley, revealed this on Thursday during the
Inauguration of the 6th Namibia Library and
Information Council (NLIC) in Windhoek.
"The ministry received a one-year
complimentary sponsorship of the Namibia
Reads Application, valued at one million
American Dollars," said Caley.
According to her, the application is a
carefully curated digital library that allows
young children easy access to narrated and
illustrated e-books in an environment free of
adverts, with animation, videos and games.
Caley emphasised that the sponsorship is to
assist in improving the core skills in literacy
and numeracy.
She further explained that the sponsorship
also assists the ministry in ensuring equal
access to information and promoting the love
for reading among children.
Moreover, she said the application was
launched on 21 March 2020 and ended on
20 March 2021.
However, she said that due to the Covid-19
pandemic, the sponsors offered an extension
of the application for another year which
started on 1 April 2021, to 31 March 2022.
"Again, the board of directors of the FACE
accorded the ministry further extension for
the next three years, from April 2022 to
March 2025," she said.
Furthermore, Caley encouraged the
council members to market the application
countrywide so that every Namibian child

could benefit from the gesture.
According to her, 6358 books were
distributed to all 65 libraries in all 14 regions
to ensure that library users have access to
information to better their lives.
"The National Library of Namibia is
mandated by the Act of Parliament to serve
as a national centre for the conservation
of material emanating from Namibia or
relating to Namibia, with the aim to promote
awareness and appreciate the existence of
Namibia's national heritage," she explained.
The deputy minister highlighted that the
national library is mandated to receive free
publications as part of a legal deposit, a legal
requirement stipulated under section 8 of the
Namibia Library and Information Service
Act.
Caley stated that the current NLIC is made
up of a strong team led by the Director of
the University of Science & Technology
(NUST) Library.
She further explained that NLIC members
are responsible for advising the ministry and
political decision-makers on how libraries
and allied information agencies may best
meet Namibians' information needs and
aspirations.
Furthermore, she said that the members are
to support the information community by
promoting resources-sharing, networking,
collaboration, standardisation and service
coordination.

"She further explained
that the sponsorship
also assists the ministry
in ensuring equal access
to information and
promoting the love for
reading among children."
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PRESS RELEASE

New Paratus Armada Data Centre Gives
Operators Businesses Flexibility And Freedom

In a series of Paratus 'firsts', the new Paratus
Namibia Armada DC (Data Center) launches
in Windhoek in August 2022. It opens
its doors to both network operators and
individual colocation tenants so they will
not be bound to a single network service
provider.
Armada enables clients' freedom of choice
and peace of mind in respect of connectivity
resilience, multiple concurrent MMPs (MeetMe-Points) on campus, access, and uptime.
Armada is the first Namibian carrier-neutral
DC, and while Paratus operates its own
resilient quality network that interconnects
with the rest of Africa and the world through
its Trans Kalahari Fiber network, the DC's
carrier-neutral status gives clients and tenants
total control over their connectivity options.
Paratus Group CEO Designate Schalk
Erasmus explains: "This is the first DC in
Namibia to have carrier-neutral status. It's
important for our tenants in terms of cost,
optimum connectivity, and backup because
being tied to one network can be limiting.

As a quality network service provider,
Paratus understands both our tenants' and
other network operators' needs, and we are
currently in talks with several ISPs about the
options that the Armada DC gives them.
"Armada is Africa's new generation of DC one that is cutting-edge, carrier-neutral, and
ideal for all players, including hyperscalers,
operators, and enterprises. For the end-user,
this is great news because more content and
information may be transmitted to more
people through multiple operators. The
content will be closer to the end-user, and we
are giving ISPs, effectively, a level playing
field to deliver that content.
"We are proud to be able to offer this service
as it is yet another way in which Paratus
realises its vision to transform Africa through
digital infrastructure and to unlock potential
through high-quality connectivity."
The Armada DC offers superior connectivity
and uptime compared to other DCs in the
country. In short, a carrier-neutral DC offers
greater ISP resilience than its single-carrier

counterparts. Having connections to multiple
carriers backed by critical IT Infrastructure
means that even if one carrier has an outage,
colocation customers' connectivity is not
interrupted, and better resilience is assured
for all customers.
The Paratus Armada DC encourages
interconnectivity
between
multiple
telecommunications carriers, allowing
multiple service providers to use the facilities
and thereby enhancing service offerings to
colocation clients. This broadens the appeal
of the Armada DC because Paratus can serve
any business – small, medium, or enterprise.
From a start-up 19 years ago, Paratus
has become a major telco player with an
impressive footprint in Africa. Owning its
own infrastructure, building expert teams
in seven southern African countries, and
serving customers across the continent with
a seamless quality network service, are the
cornerstones of the Paratus group's success
so far. Through its extended network, the
Paratus group also serves customers in over
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30 African countries. It is the appointed
partner to land the Equiano subsea cable in
Namibia and, with the new Armada DC in
Windhoek, has now built four of its own Data
Center facilities in three African countries,
all of which will be ISO 9001, ISO 27001
and PCI DSS certified by Q4 2022.
Erasmus adds: "For our colocation customers
and tenants, the flexibility to switch network
service providers is an added attraction. We
will help with that transition which means
they do not need to move or relocate any of

their equipment or servers when they make
any changes. It's all under one roof and, as
they exercise their network service options,
any changes will be seamless, while always
backed by reliable infrastructure."
Offering colocation services, 24/7 quality
connections for local and multinational
businesses, together with a highly
sophisticated range of digital and aligned
services, Paratus Namibia is helping local
and international businesses in the region to
perform at a new and unlimited level.
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The divorce bill that has attracted so much attention
in parliament shows how deep society has sunk. The
fact that members of parliament can discuss a bill that
separates families for so long is in itself a sign that even
those in parliament are broken.
Society has respected the marriage institution from time
immemorial. Community leaders, families and religious
leaders have never encouraged couples to divorce.
In the olden days, when couples found themselves with
marital problems, they reached out to their families first
for solutions.
First, there were brothers and sisters to deal with
whatever a couple was fighting over. The woman's sister
or the man's brother would sit with a couple and advise
them on how to live in peace.
In any case, the man or the woman would seek help and
advice from a sister
a brother
taking
the marital
ostoroften,
webefore
fail not
because
we
matters outside the
dohome.
not know what we need to do.
Such advice was not
one-day
thing but we
would
days
Wea fail
not because
aretake
lazy.
until the quarrelling parties agreed to live peacefully and
We fail not because there are no
in love.
Ifpolicies.
the sister or the brother failed, the uncles and aunts
But most
of the These
times, are
weuncles
fail because
our
would
be involved.
and auntsoffrom
both
families.
any case,
the uncles,
sisters,
and
planning
thatIndoes
not factor
in theaunts,
future.
Most
of
brothers
monitored
married
The ideas,
uncles seem
and
our policies,
despite
beingcouples.
fertile with
aunts
always looking.
know when something was wrong.
not towould
be forward
They would intervene before the problem escalated.

M

Africapitalism. The idea is that it will support Africa’s socioThere is no doubt that globalisation has benefited Africa
economic realities through the commitment of the private
greatly. This includes job creation, innovation, increased
sector.
productivity and foreign direct investment.
But the role of government is also critical in creating an
But global value chains are shifting in the wake of the COVID
enabling environment.
pandemic and Russia’s ongoing invasion of Ukraine. These
In other words, public and private sector partnership is key
changes are informed by the decisions of various companies
to foster the African potential for the common good of the
to shift or move their manufacturing or supply chain networks
continent. In this light, the following are essential:
closer to their home country. These decisions are being driven
Looking inward: Governments need to support research into
by a number of factors. They include a race to reduce exposure
the current “lower” stages activities of global value chains
to disruptions, increase proximity and reduce vulnerability to
in Africa and how their movement elsewhere can impact
external shocks.
employment.
In light of this, Africa’s current benefits from globalisation
This step would create awareness of the potential problems
will be jeopardised.
that may arise from deglobalisation. It would also open the
Can African countries build a resilient economic future postdoor to revisit and modify current inept economic policies.
COVID-19 that is less reliant on the current uncertain global
Matching societal and corporate needs: Based on the current
value chain?
World Bank data on global trade integration and global value
I believe that they can.
chain participation, it’s uncertain what the new sort of global
To maximise the advantages of regional growth and markets,
value chains will look like.
Africa must look inward and perhaps consider how to establish
As a result, multinational corporations operating in Africa,
its own internal and national value chains. This may emerge
particularly those with “lower” stage activities, may want
from the recently enacted Africa Free Trade Agreement, which
to reconsider how they may increase their positive impact
most African nations have already embraced.
in these regions, either directly or indirectly. For example,
Now is the time for African countries to start looking for
they could examine their needs as an organisation critically
African value chains or alternatives to the global value chain.
(perhaps through a comprehensive needs assessment) and
Of course, this presents a myriad of challenges. Most African
connect them to an existing problem where their value chain
nations still don’t have the necessary transportation and road
exerts influence (for instance dealing with unemployment).
infrastructure to support logistical operations in regional
Capturing domestic value: The reshoring of production will
markets.
mean that trade will become dominated by a few in the future.
Consequently, significant investment is required for this to
These would almost certainly include a Chinese-led Asian
work.
syndicate, a US-led North American syndicate, and an EU
In addition, countries must look at developing homegrown
syndicate (perhaps led by Germany and France).
solutions enabled by public and private sector collaboration.
Africa’s position in the global value chain
If this occurs, Africa (particularly the sub-Saharan region)
The value chain concept enables different businesses to add
will become disconnected from the global value chain. This
value to raw materials at various stages of production until
should be enough of a catalyst for African leaders to realise
they become finished goods. The final stages of the value
that domestic manufacturing, products, and services may be
chain are more lucrative than the earlier ones. The current
the way forward.
reality is that most activities that create value and transform
Pressing problems
inputs into finished products are concentrated in developed
The high percentage of unemployment in Africa is indicative
countries rather than in developing countries.
of under-exploitation of economic resources and inadequate
According to the World Bank, increasing value chain
entrepreneurial frameworks. Youth unemployment has been
participation by 1% could increase per capita income by more
regarded as one of the generation’s most pressing social and
than 1%. Despite evidence that some African small firms have
economic issues. Data show that an estimated 140 million
moved up global value chains through process upgrading over
people aged 15 to 35 are unemployed in Africa. This is a third
the past decade, there is a deficiency in product upgrading – the
of the continent’s entire youth population.
transition to production of higher-value goods and services.
According to the African Development Bank, up to 263 million
This aspect must be improved. Most African countries are still
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bothinarrested on
Dr
Panduleni
Itula producers and specific steps need to be
young people At
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bebeginning
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prospects
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We then shared the same prison cell in Gobabis’ Cell 2 in 1979, toge
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While the private sector’s work on alleviating
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how
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From the look of things, all our eyes on Covid-19,
Divorce was considered a failure, and people who
which is great but by so doing we miss other
separated commanded no respect. No one ever boasted
important
stuff that matter to our everyday living.
about
divorcing.
It
also
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resources
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develop
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insteadwhile
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Having a wish-list could go a long way in guiding
Although one divorce bill seeks to ensure that
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the lack ofwhen
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will be isconsidered
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divorce
when
already
childrenresources.
are living and growing up on the
on how
to manage
streets?
Come to think of it, one would have thought that
How else can they make the nation believe when the law
creating some Covid-19 board to manage and
cannot guarantee that the men pay maintenance for their
allocate all the resources could have ensured that
children?
every region
benefitted
from
whatever
there.
Whatever
law the
parliament
comes
up with is
has
to keep
Such a together
board could
have
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families
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is howseparate
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is no
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government
structuresfamilies,
but work
with
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relevant ministries to minimise any red tape and
Single parent-headed families churn out unbalanced
duplication of roles.
individuals who can later be a problem to society. Single
What is likely to happen if Covid-19 slows down is
parent-headed families churn out angry people who can
that the
country will be left with infrastructure they
harm
society.
may notNamibia
need inhas
theafuture.
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lot of violence. For parliament
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What the parliament is debating should, however, not be
The whole scenario should teach us that to
a surprise because most of the parliamentarians have had
overcome
anyand
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outshare
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Something must be done to stop parliamentarians bent
education ministry has no clue as to how they can
on destroying families because they are destroying the
deal with this.
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Most of the Covid-19 cases in schools are from the
communities. This means that while it is a good
thing for those helping the government to deal with
Covid-19, someone should have thought of putting
up field hostels at some schools too.
As it is, what is happening is that Covid-19

He went to South Africa to study in 1975 and return as a teacher at the
then Katutura Secondary school now Shifidi.
It was in his two-room house in Gemengde 2 near AE Steenkamp Primary
8 meetings.
Theyouth
Villager
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HEALTH

Long Covid can affect children of all ages,
including infants, study shows

n

Jen Christensen

Even the littlest children can experience
long Covid, according to a large study, one
of the first of its kind to include infants and
toddlers.
The study published Wednesday in the
journal The Lancet Child & Adolescent
Health included 44,000 children in
Denmark ranging in ages zero through
14 years old. Of the children, 11,000 had
tested positive for Covid-19 between
January 2020 and July 2021.
While symptoms associated with long
Covid are general ailments children
can experience even without Covid
-- headaches, mood swings, stomach
problems and tiredness -- the children
in the study who had previously tested
positive for Covid were more likely to
experience at least one symptom for two
months or more than the children who
never tested positive for Covid.
The study also revealed that a third of
children who had tested positive for
Covid experienced at least one long-term
symptom that was not present before
testing positive.
The most common symptoms varied by
age. For children up through age 3, it was
mood swings, rashes and stomach aches.
Children 4 to 11 years old also experienced
memory and concentration problems. For

the 12- to 14-year-olds, it was memory and
concentration issues, mood swings and
fatigue.
Children 3 and under seemed to have
the most problems compared with those
children not diagnosed with Covid-19 -40% experienced symptoms two months
after testing positive compared with the
27% in the group that did not have Covid.
"Our findings align with previous studies
of long Covid and adolescents showing
that although the chances of children
experiencing long Covid is low especially
compared to group to the control group, it
must be recognized and treated seriously,"
said study co-author Selina Kikkenborg
Berg, a professor of cardiology at
Rigshospitalet in Copenhagen, Denmark.
It is still unclear how many kids have long
Covid and for how long, because there is
not enough research on it in this age group,
some experts say.
A 2021 study suggested more than half of
children between age 6 and 16 had at least
one symptom that lasted more than four
months.
In adults, some research puts the number
around 30% of cases.
There are no specific tests for long Covid.
It's not clear which children will have it, as
it can happen even when a child has a mild
case of Covid-19.
In addition to showing scientists the

characteristics of long Covid in children,
the study also showed that even the children
who did not get Covid felt the impact of
the pandemic. That group reported a few
more psychological and social problems
than children who had Covid.
Dr. Michael Absoud, a pediatrician who
specializes in neurodevelopmental issues
who did not work on the study, told the
Science Media Center in the UK that he
found that fact intriguing.
"The most striking finding of this study
is the higher quality of life and lower
anxiety scores in older children who
had tested positive for Covid-19. This
provides further confirmation, that
although mercifully children are resilient
to the direct impacts of Covid, they
have been significantly impacted by the
indirect impacts of the pandemic (school
closures, repeated quarantines, and
reduced therapies) and anxiety inducing
media messaging. It is likely that society
has under-estimated longer term impact
of the pandemic disruption rather than
the virus on all children, and the urgent
need for recovery of health and wellbeing
services," Absoud said.
"Nonetheless it is still important to identify
the small proportion of children who are
taking longer to recover from COVID,
whilst supporting all children with
persistent symptoms regardless of cause,"
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he added.
Dr. Amy Edwards, a pediatric infectious
disease specialist who manages the long
Covid clinic at UH Rainbow Babies and
Children's Hospital in Cleveland, did not
work on the study, but said the work was
important because it is more proof that
some children develop long Covid.
She said she still regularly encounters
people who do not believe that there is
such a thing.
"There is a debate going on in both the
medical world and in society, about
whether all these kids are complaining
about headaches and anxiety and stomachs,
aches, and dizziness as to whether this
is Covid or the stress of the pandemic.
Yes, the pandemic did affect children in a
negative way, but then you layer on Covid
on top of that, and you see that there is
something really going on here," Edwards
said.

thought," Edwards said. "We're talking
about not small numbers of children when
you think of how many Covid cases there
have been. So just continuing to get the
word out there matters."
-CNN

Acknowledging long Covid can be a
problem may encourage more parents to
vaccinate their children so they don't get
long Covid in the first place. Studies like
this may also encourage parents to be on
the look out for symptoms, so they can get
the child help if they need it.
"It's become clear that this isn't an isolated
phenomenon. It's showing up in studies
in more than one country. It's happening
in more kids than maybe we originally

enough research on

It is still unclear
how many kids
have long Covid
and for how long,
because there is not
it in this age group,
some experts say.

BUSINESS

Chile workers strike at Codelco,
world’s largest copper producer

Workers at Chile’s state mining company
Codelco – the largest producer of copper
in the world – have launched an openended strike in protest of the government’s
closing of a foundry to curtail pollution.
At least 18 people were arrested after
the strike began on Wednesday. Workers
gathered at six mining facilities around
the country, blocking the entrances and
setting tyres on fire. Among the facilities
targeted was the Ventanas foundry, which
the government announced last week that
it would shut down after a series of sulphur
dioxide poisonings were reported in the
area.
Union officials have described the
closure of the foundry, located about
140 kilometres (87 miles) west of the
capital Santiago, as “arbitrary,” and
are demanding the government invest
$54m to bring the plant up to the highest
environmental standards.
Union leaders said the strike had paralysed
Codelco, although Finance Minister Mario
Marcel minimised the effect, saying it had
“altered” production but not shut down
operations.
“There is no stoppage of mining sites,”
Marcel said at a news conference, hours
after the strike started. “Therefore, the
impact on financial income is basically
zero.”
The Federation of Copper Workers (FTC),
an umbrella group of Codelco’s unions,
said 50,000 workers were expected to
strike, including staff and contractors after
the Ventanas smelter was shuttered despite

calls for investment to keep it open.
“We already have all divisions stopped
today,” Amador Pantoja, the union’s
president told Reuters. “We’re going to
wait calmly in the morning to see if there’s
a chance to talk.”
The FTC has said the strike will cost
Codelco – which produces approximately
8 percent of the world’s copper amounting
to 10-15 percent of Chile’s gross domestic
product (GDP) – $20m a day. Marcel also
contested that figure.
The decision to close the Ventanas foundry
followed an incident on June 9 when 115
people, mostly school children, suffered
sulphur dioxide poisoning, forcing the
closure of schools in the area. It was the
second such incident in three days.
Greenpeace described the area around the
Ventanas plant as “Chile’s Chernobyl”
following a serious incident in 2018 when
about 600 people in the city of Quintero
and the town of Puchuncavi received
medical treatment for symptoms including
vomiting blood, headaches, dizziness,
paralysis of their extremities and strange
red marks on children’s skin.
The area, home to about 50,000 people,
has suffered high pollution since the
government in 1958 moved to convert it
into an industrial centre that now hosts
four coal-fired power stations and oil and
copper refineries.
Last week, President Gabriel Boric
decried Chile’s record on polluting the
environment.

“We don’t want any more areas of
[environmental] sacrifice,” he said.
“There are now hundreds of thousands of
people who live in our country exposed
to severe degradation of the environment
that we have provoked or allowed and, as
a Chilean, that makes me feel ashamed.”
On Wednesday, Government spokeswoman
Camila Vallejo said Santiago remains open
to dialogue but that it was focused on “a
more sustainable model of development.”
“Our standards are very low and if we
truly want to meet our environmental
commitments we have to be guided
by” World Health Organization (WHO)
standards, she said.
-Al Jazeera

There is no
stoppage of
mining sites.
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Canada’s Trans Mountain pipeline
no longer profitable: Watchdog
Canada’s contentious Trans Mountain
pipeline is no longer profitable, a
parliamentary budget watchdog has found,
as the expansion project on the country’s
west coast has faced years of delays,
skyrocketing costs, and opposition from
local communities.
In a report on Wednesday, the Office of
the Parliamentary Budget Officer said the
Canadian government’s 2018 decision “to
acquire, expand, operate, and eventually
divest of the Trans Mountain assets
will result in a net loss for the federal
government”.
“Trans Mountain no longer continues to be
a profitable undertaking,” it said.
The report also estimated the costs that
Canada could incur should construction be
halted and the Trans Mountain expansion
be cancelled indefinitely, saying Ottawa
could be forced to write off $11.1bn
($14.4bn Canadian) in assets.
The Trans Mountain expansion project
has been troubled from the start, as
environmentalists
and
Indigenous
communities along the pipeline’s route
raised alarm at the harmful effects they
said it would have on the environment and
their way of life.
Despite legal challenges seeking to stop
the plan from moving forward, Prime
Minister Justin Trudeau defended the
project, insisting that it will create jobs
and generate funds that can be used to help
Canada transition towards greener energy.
Trudeau’s government announced in 2018
that it was acquiring the expansion from
its then-owner Kinder Morgan for $3.5bn
($4.5bn Canadian). The project was then

approved in 2019, and construction is
continuing.
Adrienne Vaupshas, a spokeswoman for
Deputy Prime Minister Chrystia Freeland,
told the AFP news agency on Wednesday
that the project is “in the national interest
and will make Canada and the Canadian
economy more sovereign and more
resilient”.
She cited independent analyses from
BMO Capital Markets and TD Securities
that concluded the project remains
commercially viable at the higher costs.
The pipeline’s sale, Vaupshas added, will
only proceed after further consultations
with Indigenous groups and the risks
associated with it are reduced.
The expansion would nearly triple the
capacity of the pipeline, which has been in
operation since the early 1950s, to allow
it to ship as many as 890,000 barrels of
oil per day from the Alberta tar sands to
the coast of British Columbia for export
overseas.
Trans Mountain Corp (TMC) said in
February that it expected to complete the
work in late 2023. It also said the cost had
increased to $16.5bn ($21.4bn Canadian),
up from $9.75bn ($12.6bn Canadian).
“The progress we have made over the past
two years is remarkable when you consider
the unforeseen challenges we have faced
including the global pandemic, wildfires,
and flooding,” said Ian Anderson, TMC’s
president and CEO, said in a statement on
February 18.
At the same time, the federal government
said it would not spend additional public
funds on the expansion. “TMC will instead

secure the funding necessary to complete
the project with third-party financing,
either in the public debt markets or with
financial institutions,” it said.
‘There will be no profits’
But
environmentalists
and
other
stakeholders said the increased costs
were another reason for the Canadian
government to cancel the expansion
altogether.
“Trans Mountain never made any sense
to build during a climate crisis,” Emma
Jackson, a senior Canada organiser with
environmental group 350.org, said in a
statement in February.
“This is the moment to cancel this
project outright and put all of our energy
and political will into a just transition
that leaves fossil fuels in the ground
and supports people, communities and
workers.”
On Wednesday, Julia Levin, national
climate
programme
manager
at
Environmental Defence, echoed that,
saying the project would cause “disastrous
climate and environmental impacts” and
harm Canadians.
“There will be no profits, only financial
losses for Canadians and more carbon
emissions for the planet,” Levin said in a
statement.
“As the costs of the project keep
ballooning, the government should cut
its losses and cancel construction of the
expansion pipeline – before even more of
our dollars are wasted; public dollars that
could be instead invested in developing
sustainable energy systems.”
-Al Jazeera

India says ‘ready to help Sri Lanka
in quick economic recovery’
A top Indian official has held talks with Sri
Lanka’s president and prime minister as
India signals its willingness to go beyond
the $4bn in loans, swaps and aid that it
has already provided its cash-strapped
neighbour.
Sri Lanka is facing its worst economic
crisis in seven decades, with a severe
foreign exchange shortage hampering the
importation of essentials including food,
fuel and medicines.
The island nation off the tip of southeast
India needs about $5bn in the next six
months to cover basic necessities for its 22
million people, who have been struggling
with long queues, worsening shortages
and power cuts.
Indian Foreign Secretary Vinay Kwatra,
accompanied by finance ministry officials,
held talks with President Gotabaya
Rajapaksa and Prime Minister Ranil
Wickremesinghe in the commercial
capital, Colombo, officials said on
Thursday.
“Underlined India stands ready to help Sri
Lanka in quick economic recovery through
promoting investments, connectivity and
strengthening economic linkages,” Indian
foreign ministry spokesman Arindam
Bagchi posted on Twitter.
The Indian team held a separate meeting
with Wickremesinghe, the central bank
governor and finance ministry officials,
an official from the prime minister’s office
said.
“The delegation will also hold discussions
with senior officials on the economic
situation in the country and the short-term
and long-term assistance requirements,”
Sri Lanka’s foreign ministry said in a

statement.
India has been the principal source
of foreign assistance to Sri Lanka
this year, supplying more than $4bn,
Wickremesinghe told parliament this
week.
The neighbours are also in talks for
additional support including a $500m
credit line for fuel and help with importing
fertiliser and rice as Sri Lanka attempts to
stave off a food crisis, officials said.
Sri Lanka plans to hold a donor
conference with China, India and Japan,
Wickremesinghe said, as it continues talks
with the International Monetary Fund for a
bailout package of about $3bn.

A critical shortage of foreign currency and
runaway inflation have made life a misery
for the South Asian country’s 22 million
people.
Economy ‘has collapsed’: PM
Meanwhile, Sri Lanka’s parliament
cancelled its remaining sittings for
the week to save fuel, officials said on
Thursday, with a disastrous economic
crisis rapidly depleting the island nation’s
already scarce petrol supplies.
Parliamentary officials said politicians
decided not to hold sessions on Thursday
and Friday to avoid unnecessary petrol
use, days after authorities closed schools
and some state offices for the same reason.
Wickremesinghe told parliament on
Wednesday the nation’s economy had
“collapsed” and it faces “a far more serious
situation” than the shortages alone as he
warned of “a possible fall to rock bottom”.
“Our economy has completely collapsed,”
he said. “We are now facing a far more
serious situation beyond the mere shortages
of fuel, gas, electricity and food.”

Energy minister Kanchana Wijesekera
said a gasoline shipment that was due on
Thursday had been delayed and urged
motorists to cut down on travel.
“Only limited amounts of petrol will be
distributed to pumping stations today and
tomorrow,” he told reporters in Colombo,
with motorists already waiting in line for
days to top up their tanks.
Economists and other Sri Lankans said
they were hoping the government would
find ways to revive the economy.
“What the prime minister should do is not
to make announcements. He has to come
up with a plan to reactivate the system,”
said W A Wijewardena, an economist and
former deputy governor of Sri Lanka’s
Central Bank.
-Al Jazeera

"Underlined India
stands ready to
help Sri Lanka in
quick economic
recovery through
promoting
investments,
connectivity and
strengthening
economic linkages."
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AFRICA

Darfur attacks displace 84,000 in June alone: UN
Violence in western Sudan this month
alone has displaced more than 84,000
people, doubling the number of those
driven from their homes so far this year,
according to UN reports.
The numbers are the highest since January
2021. Last year, at least 440,500 were
displaced, five times more than in 2020,
UN data show.
Aid workers fear a displacement crisis
akin to the one triggered by the conflict in
Darfur in the early 2000s.
Violence in Darfur escalated after 2003 as
Sudan’s government enlisted the help of
Arab tribal militias commonly known as
Janjaweed – later formalised as the Popular
Defence Forces – to put down a rebellion
by mostly African agriculturalists who
felt they were being treated unfairly by
Khartoum.
At least 2.5 million people were displaced
and 300,000 were killed in the violence.
The government denied arming and
supporting the Janjaweed and using them
against the tribal rebels.
A peacekeeping force mandated by a 2020
peace agreement has yet to be deployed
widely. Finance minister and rebel group
leader Jibril Ibrahim said raising money
to implement the agreement has been
difficult. June violence included fighting
in the Kulbus locality in West Darfur,
where 125 people were killed and 50,000
displaced when Arab militias attacked
villages belonging to the Gimir tribe.
“Before we finish responding to one
emergency or major attack, another two

have already happened,” said Will Carter
of the Norwegian Refugee Council.
“So far, nothing is averting this from
becoming a new large-scale displacement
emergency.”
In South Kordofan state, home to a
separate long-term civil conflict, fighting
this month between the Hawazma and
Kenana tribes in Abu Jubayhah killed
19 and displaced 15,150 after more than
4,000 homes were burned, said UNOCHA.
In a statement on Wednesday, Human
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Rights Watch said Sudan’s transitional
government and military rulers who
seized power in October failed to provide
adequate protection after international
peacekeepers left in 2021 or to address
underlying causes of the conflict, including
land and resource disputes.
General Mohamed Hamdan Dagalo,
whose Rapid Support Forces emerged out
of the Janjaweed, and who is the deputy
leader of Sudan’s ruling council, visited
West Darfur this week, calling for an end

to the fighting and promising to donate
health and schooling facilities.
Such attacks come as the country remains
mired in a wider crisis following an
October military coup. The takeover
upended Sudan’s transition to democracy
after a popular uprising forced the removal
of longtime President Omar al-Bashir in
April 2019.
The violence has raised questions over
whether Sudanese military leaders are
capable of bringing security to Darfur.

In 2020, the UN Security Council ended
its peacekeeping mission there. Local aid
workers have now called on the UN to
redeploy peacekeepers to the region amid
a surge in tribal violence.
Al-Bashir, who has been in prison in
Khartoum since he was overthrown in
2019, was indicted more than 10 years
ago by the International Criminal Court
for genocide and crimes against humanity
perpetrated in Darfur.
-AL Jazeera
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AFRICA

Despairing teen refugee found hanged
in Libya detention centre

n

Federica Marsi

The picture of a 19-year-old’s body
hanging lifeless from the ceiling in one
of the halls-cum-dorms of the Ain Zara
detention centre, south of Libya’s capital,
Tripoli, is the latest evidence of the human
cost of the country’s detention centres.
Mohamed Mahmoud Abdel Aziz, a refugee
from Sudan’s war-torn region of Darfur, is
believed to have killed himself on June
5 after being released and apprehended
again in the span of two weeks.
Thousands of refugees and asylum seekers
in Libya are languishing in the centres,
trapped in endless cycles of detention and
abuse with dire repercussions for their
mental health and safety.
Asylum seekers who spoke to Al Jazeera
from inside Ain Zara said Abdel Aziz’s
body was left hanging for hours in the
room where he lived with hundreds of
others.
Mustafa, another Sudanese asylum seeker
who asked that his name be changed to
protect his identity, told Al Jazeera the
image of Abdel Aziz’s body was taken
covertly by detainees at the centre. Libyan

authorities later confiscated phones to
prevent the image from spreading, and
dozens were not returned.
Mustafa said people trapped in the
detention centre are growing increasingly
desperate as they see little or no hope for
the future.
“We have been here for five months,” he
said. “Mohamed got tired of this until he
reached this level and he [killed himself].”
Set free, then detained again
Abdel Aziz and Mustafa had been arrested
in an overnight raid while peacefully
demonstrating for relocation, protection,
and evacuation from Libya outside the
United Nations’ refugee agency (UNHCR)
on January 10.
More than 600 people were violently
arrested and detained that day. The
protests followed a major crackdown in
the western town of Gargaresh, a hub for
asylum seekers from African countries,
that displaced thousands of people and
resulted in the detention of at least 5,000.
Abdel Aziz was set free on May 23 as part
of a group of 99 asylum seekers, including
46 children, evacuated from Ain Zara with
the support of UNHCR.

He likely spent days on the streets before
being apprehended again by Libyan
authorities and taken back to the centre,
where he is believed to have taken his own
life shortly after.
“He was given 500 dinar ($104) but it was
not enough to rent any room to stay in,”
Mustafa said. “The UNHCR makes you
sign a paper saying they cannot help with
accommodation.”
The UNHCR told Al Jazeera in a written
statement that it was “saddened by the tragic
death of the young asylum seeker”. It did
not confirm the sum of assistance allocated
but said the teenager had “received cash
assistance in different instalments through
our urban programmes”.
The agency provided a copy of the consent
form for transfer, which states: “UNHCR
is NOT providing accommodation NOR
can it arrange for accommodation.”
As of May 22, the UNHCR estimates that
there are 2,772 people held in detention
centres across Libya.
The agency said it does not keep track of
how many people are re-apprehended after
being released with its support.
The Libyan authorities did not respond to
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requests for comment.
Little oversight
Hussein Baumi, Libya and Egypt
campaigner at Amnesty International,
told Al Jazeera detention centres in Libya
operate with increasingly scarce oversight
on the part of international organisations,
including the UNHCR and the International
Organisation for Migration (IOM).
Libyan authorities have closed centres run
by the Directorate for Combatting Illegal
Migration (DCIM) that were rife with
abuse, but similar patterns of violations
have been reproduced in newly opened or
re-opened centres that are run by militias
away from scrutiny.
Amnesty has documented torture, cruel
and inhuman detention conditions,
extortion and forced labour, as well as
invasive, humiliating and violent strip
searches inside detention facilities.
Even when someone is released, freedom
is not guaranteed for long.
“A lot of people who are released are
captured again, sometimes by the same
militias,” Baumi said, adding that detention
is often lucrative for armed groups who
ask for ransom. “It is not a safe space for

migrants and asylum seekers.”
For those who were hoping to pass through
Libya on their way to Europe, that is often
not an option.
The European Union has spent more than
57.2 million euros ($64.8m) in Libya, with
the declared objective of “sav[ing] the
lives of those making dangerous journeys
by sea or land”, according to a fact sheet
published by the European Commission in
June 2021.
It has trained and equipped the Libyan
coastguard to intercept boats of refugees
and migrants hoping to make it to Europe
and return them to Libyan shores. Human
rights watchdogs have long decried
the alleged conduct of the coastguard,
including the use of firearms and the
deliberate damaging of boats.
So far in 2022, at least 8,860 asylum
seekers, refugees and migrants have been
reported as intercepted by the Libyan
coastguard and other naval authorities.
“People take boats knowing that they
might die,” Baumi said.
“This is the only way for them to escape
mistreatment in Libya.”
-Al Jazeera

TECHNOLOGY

Meta board hears over a million
appeals over removed posts
n

Zoe Kleinman

Meta's independent system of appeals
against its decisions to remove content
on Facebook and Instagram had about 1.1
million cases in its first year.
The disputed posts, most of which
originated in the US, Canada or Europe,
had largely been removed for either
violence, hate speech or bullying.
Of the 20 cases about which The Oversight
Board published decisions, it ruled against
Meta 14 times.
One case was about removed images of
female breasts in a breast cancer post.
Others featured an image of a dead child
alongside text about whether retaliation
was justified against China for its treatment
of Uighur Muslims, and the decision to
ban Donald Trump following the Capitol
Hill riots.
The board overturned Meta's decision
to remove the first two examples, but
supported its decision to ban Mr Trump although it criticised the "indefinite" time
frame.
It had initially shortlisted 130 cases to

investigate, but Meta agreed up front that it
had been wrong on 51 of those occasions.
Board director Thomas Hughes said
it looked for "emblematic" cases with
"problematic elements" to take on.
He added that the categories of hate
speech, violence and bullying were
"difficult-to-judge issues" - especially for
automated systems.
"Also in many of those cases, context is
extremely important," he said.
Restore requests The board has just
released its first annual report, covering the
period October 2020 to December 2021.
Anybody - including Meta itself - can
appeal to it if they disagree with a decision
to remove content. Of the 1.1 million cases
received during the 14-month period, only
47 came from the firm.
About 2,600 cases per day were reported
on average.
However, Facebook alone has more
than two billion users around the world,
making this a relatively tiny percentage of
its vast content. It was also noticeable that
relatively few complainants were from
outside Western countries.

Of all the cases submitted to the board:
• 1% related to Instagram posts and the
rest were about Facebook content
• 94% were requests to restore content
- only 6% wanted it removed - but most
were about people's own posts rather than
somebody else's
• only 1.7% came from sub-Saharan Africa
and 2.7% from central and south Asia
• 49.4% came from the US and Canada
The Oversight Board is known as a kind of
"supreme court" and was formed by Meta
boss Mark Zuckerberg. It operates as an
independent entity, although its wages and
other costs are covered by Meta. It consists
of journalists, human rights activists,
lawyers and academics.
Mr Hughes described the relationship
between the board and Meta as
"constructive but critical".
It has made 86 additional recommendations
to the tech giant, including translating its
policies into more languages and being
more specific when explaining why
content has been removed on the grounds
of hate speech.
-BBC

New Tesla factories losing billions
of dollars, Musk says
n

Zoe Kleinman

Elon Musk says Tesla's new factories in
Germany and the US are "losing billions
of dollars" due to battery shortages and
supply disruptions in China.
The multi-billionaire also called the plants
in Berlin and Austin, Texas "gigantic
money furnaces".
Covid-19 lockdowns in China this year,
including in Shanghai where Tesla has a
huge factory, have made it increasingly
difficult for manufacturers to operate.
In recent weeks Mr Musk has been
warning of job cuts at the firm.
"Both Berlin and Austin factories are
gigantic money furnaces right now. It's
really like a giant roaring sound, which
is the sound of money on fire," said Mr
Musk, who is the electric vehicle maker's
chief executive.
The plants are "losing billions of dollars
right now. There's a ton of expense
and hardly any output," he added in an
interview with the Tesla Owners of Silicon
Valley, a company-recognised club.
Mr Musk said the so-called gigafactories
have been struggling to increase
production since they were opened earlier
this year.
Tesla's site in Austin currently produces a
"tiny" number of cars, partly because some
components for its batteries were "stuck"
at a Chinese port "with no one to actually
move it", he said.
"This is all going to get fixed real fast but
it requires a lot of attention," Mr Musk
added.
The interview was recorded at the end of
last month but this part of the conversation
was only posted on Wednesday.
Authorities in China locked down a
number of its cities earlier this year in
response to a surge in Covid-19 infections.
Tough restrictions were imposed on
the movement of people and materials
including in the financial, manufacturing

and shipping hub of Shanghai.
Mr Musk said the shutdown of Shanghai
was "very, very difficult" for Tesla, which
reportedly halted most of its production at
its 'gigafactory' in the city for weeks.
The site will largely be closed again for
two weeks next month for upgrading
works, according to the Reuters news
agency, which cited an internal memo.
This is aimed at boosting the site's output,
bringing it closer to the company's goal
of the plant producing 22,000 cars every
week, the report said.
Tesla did not immediately respond to a
BBC request for comment.
Last week, the company raised the price of
its whole range of cars in the US by almost
5%, as the cost of raw materials including
aluminium and lithium rose.
This week, Mr Musk said Tesla planned
to shed 3.5% of its global workforce after
earlier saying that he had a "super bad
feeling" about the economy.
Meanwhile, German carmaker BMW said
on Thursday that it had formally begun
production at its new $2.2bn (£1.8bn)
facility in the northeastern Chinese city of
Shenyang.
BMW said the plant, which is its third in
China, will increase its annual output in
the country from 700,000 to 830,000.
-BBC

"The plants are
"losing billions
of dollars right
now. There's a ton
of expense and
hardly any output,"
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INTERNATIONAL

Russian veto on Syria border aid
could spell disaster for Idlib

n

Ali Haj Suleiman

In Syria, famine threatens once again.
The country, now in its 11th year of war,
was designated earlier in June as one of
the world’s 20 “Hunger Hotspots” by the
United Nations’ Food and Agriculture
Organization (FAO) and the World Food
Programme (WFP).
The causes are local and international,
but the result is that the organisations are
warning that “intense hunger” will be
prevalent across the country, unless serious
humanitarian actions are taken.
In opposition-held Idlib province, in
northwestern Syria, the situation is
extremely dangerous, as a direct result
of the humanitarian conditions faced by
people living in the highly populated area,
many of whom are displaced and living in
camps.
Bread is growing ever more expensive,
with the Russian invasion of Ukraine
severely limiting the export of grains from
the latter, which Syria heavily depends on.
In turn, imported flour has increased in
price over the last year from $300 to $580
per tonne, according to local traders.
And yet, things could get even worse.

Despite pleas from the UN SecretaryGeneral Antonio Guterres, Russia could
use its veto at the UN Security Council
and prevent the extension of a mechanism
that allows for aid to pass through Bab alHawa, the only border crossing that allows
aid to enter opposition-held territory
without first entering Syrian governmentcontrolled territory.
That would mean even more of a
government stranglehold on opposition
areas – such as Idlib – and further price
increases.
A vote at the Security Council is expected
on July 10.
Grain production decreasing
The UN aid that passes through Bab alHawa is a major source of free bread for
thousands of internally displaced people
(IDPs) living in the camps.
“The humanitarian crisis in Syria is getting
bigger,” Mark Cutts, UN deputy regional
humanitarian coordinator for the Syria
crisis, told Al Jazeera. “More people in
Syria are in need of humanitarian aid now
than ever before.”
Locally, the production of grain has also
decreased since 2020, as the opposition
lost territory to Syrian President Bashar al-

Assad’s forces.
Farming is also limited to the plains near the
demarcation line with government forces,
who residents say often hit farmland with
artillery and missiles, destroying the crops.
This year, in particular, farmers have
complained of noticeably low grain
production.
Among them is Ahmed Jarjanazi, a
53-year-old who lives with his family in
the Atmeh IDP camp, near the SyrianTurkish border.
“The grain produced this year was very
low compared with the previous years,
the production per acre [0.4 hectare] this
year was between 100 and 300kg, while
last year it was between 500 and 800kg,”
Jarjanazi told Al Jazeera.
Jarjanazi added that the costs of farming
and harvesting have doubled this year
in comparison with last year, due to the
high prices of fertilisers and fuel, another
consequence of the war in Ukraine.
Effect of drought
According to Anas al-Rahmoun, a Syrian
agricultural engineer, the reason for this
year’s low harvest is climatic, with the
winter onwards being significantly drier
than normal.
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“The authorities and international
organisations should further encourage
and support grain production, by providing
what is needed,” al-Rahmoun told Al
Jazeera. “[They] can support research
centres in northwestern Syria to produce
the types of grains that will be able to
survive under the climatic conditions in
the area, making them more tolerant of
drought and able to grow outside of the
plains.” Al-Rahmoun added that grain
production is linked to rainfall in terms of
quantity and distribution.
This year’s winter witnessed continuous
periods of rainfall but was then dry for
longer periods, which affected grain
production, especially in April when
rainfall stopped during a vital part of the
growing process.
All these reasons make Syria’s northwest,
populated by at least four million people,
among them 2.7 million internally
displaced people – on the verge of real
famine.
The UN has said that 90 percent of Syrians
are now living below the poverty line, and
according to WFP estimates, three out
of five people in Syria suffer from food
insecurity.

Mohammad Hallaj, the head of Syria
Response Coordination Group told
Al Jazeera that securing bread is now
weighing hard on the average Syrian in the
area; with each family needing on average
up to three bags of bread daily, which costs
15 Turkish liras ($0.86) a day and 450
Turkish liras ($26) a month.
However, a local day labourer can expect
to bring in a monthly income of only 1000
Turkish liras ($58) leaving little money to
go towards other essentials.
Those with no income have an even bigger
struggle.
In the camps, many people rely on the
free bread provided by humanitarian
organisations.
Some of them have already stopped bread
distribution due to the high production
costs.
“The interruption of flour imports, the
primary ingredient for bread … will lead
to unbelievable food security problems,
and will lead to an unprecedented level of
hunger,” Hallaj said. “We are on the verge
of famine in the upcoming period, famine
will come gradually as the price of bread
goes up.”
-Al Jazeera

INTERNATIONAL

As Bangladesh floods recede, fears
of waterborne diseases
Authorities in Bangladesh are bracing for
the spread of waterborne diseases and
racing to get drinking water to people
stranded in their homes by flooding across
a quarter of the country, says an official.
Nearly 2,000 rescue teams were trying to
reach flood victims in 17 of the country’s
64 districts and get them water and other
supplies, Atiqul Haque, director general of
the Department of Disaster Management,
told Reuters news agency on Thursday.
“With the floodwaters receding, there is
a possibility of an epidemic. We fear the
outbreak of waterborne diseases if clean
water is not ensured soon,” Haque said.
“Ensuring availability of drinking water is
our top priority.”
More than 3,400 people have been infected
by various waterborne diseases due to
the floods since June 18, the Directorate
General of Health Services (DGHS) said
on Wednesday.
More than 4.5 million people have been
stranded and 42 killed in the nation’s worst
flooding in more than 100 years.

Al Jazeera’s Tanvir Chowdhury, reporting
from Sharishakandi village in Sylhet
region, said many people are still stranded
and in desperate need of fresh food and
water. Sylhet is among the worst affected,
with several areas also without electricity.
“The UN’s children agency warns four
million people, including 1.6 million
children, in northeast Bangladesh have
been cut off by floods and are without
fresh drinking water, putting them at risk
of waterborne diseases,” he said.
Mohammad Mosharraf Hossain, Sylhet
division’s chief administrator, said 365
medical teams were trying to reach floodaffected areas to provide tablets to purify
water for drinking.

The dead included 21 in the northeastern
Sylhet administrative division, 18 in the
northcentral Mymensingh division and
three in the northern Rangpur division, the
DGHS said.

“We are making frantic efforts to ensure
there is food and drinking water for
all the affected people,” said Atiqul
Haque, director general of Bangladesh’s
Department of Disaster Management.
The floods have damaged 75,000 hectares
(185,000 acres) of paddy and 300,000
hectares (741,000 acres) of other crops,
including maize, jute and vegetables,
agriculture ministry official Humayun
Kabir said.
“The devastation is huge. More crops
could be damaged as new areas are being
flooded.”

Authorities in Afghanistan are struggling
to reach a remote area hit by an earthquake
that killed at least 1,000 people as poor
communications and a lack of proper roads
hampered their efforts, officials said.
“We can’t reach the area, the networks
are too weak, we trying to get updates,”
Mohammad
Ismail
Muawiyah,
a
spokesman for the top Taliban military
commander in hardest-hit Paktika
province, told Reuters news agency on
Thursday, referring to telephone networks.
Survivors dug by hand through villages
reduced to rubble by a magnitude 5.9
earthquake that struck early on Wednesday
about 160km (100 miles) southeast of
Kabul, in arid mountains dotted with small
settlements near the border with Pakistan.
The quake was Afghanistan’s deadliest in
20 years, and officials said the toll could
rise. An estimated 1,500 others were
reported injured.
About 1,000 people had been rescued
from various affected areas by Thursday
morning, Sharafat Zaman, a spokesperson
for the health ministry told Reuters.
“Aid has arrived to the area and it is
continuing but more is needed,” he said.
Access to the affected eastern provinces of
Khost and Paktika has been hampered by
road blocks due to the earthquake as well
as prior landslides from recent heavy rains.
In Paktika’s hard-hit Gayan district,
villagers stood atop a pile of mud bricks
that once were a home. Others carefully
walked through dirt alleyways, gripping
onto damaged walls with exposed timber
beams to make their way.
Atiqullah Bahram, a resident of Paktika
province, told Al Jazeera that more than 30
villages had been completely destroyed in
Gayan.
“I have visited some families that lost
everyone except a child or an old man.
There were six or seven families who lost

all their members,” he said.
Helicopters were used to reach the injured
and deliver urgent medical supplies and
food provisions. Authorities confirmed
1,800 households have been destroyed.
Survivors quickly prepared the district’s
dead, including children and an infant, for
burial.
“We ask the Islamic emirate and the
whole country to come forward and help
us,” a survivor, who gave his name as
Hakimullah, told The Associated Press
news agency. “We are with nothing and
have nothing, not even a tent to live in.”
Sultan Mahmood, district chief of Spera
in Khost province, told Al Jazeera that
29 people have been killed in the area,
42 injured and 500 homes have been
destroyed, with the remote village of
Afghan-Dubai being hit the hardest.
The Khost province is home to thousands
of internally displaced Afghans, returnees,
and refugees from Waziristan who had
already been displaced.
The Taliban government has appealed for
international aid. Most aid agencies pulled
out of the country and many governments
imposed sanctions on Afghanistan’s
banking sector and cut billions of dollars
worth of aid after the Taliban took control
in August last year.
Abdul Qahar Balkhi, the foreign affairs
ministry’s spokesperson, told a press
conference that “entire villages have been
razed to the ground”.
“Despite the sanctions that have been
imposed by the international community,
the government has done whatever it can in
its capacity and the Afghan Red Crescent
has immediately dispatched emergency
aid to the area, along with the Turkish Red
Crescent and other agencies,” Balkhi said.
Taliban spokesman Zabihullah Mujahid
wrote on Twitter that eight trucks of food
and other necessities from Pakistan arrived

Fatema Begum, a mother of three in the
worst-hit Sunamganj district, said the
floods had washed away everything.
“There is not even a trace,” she said of her
small thatched hut. “We don’t even have a
second pair of clothes. No one has come
to help.”
The monsoon brings heavy rain and floods
to South Asia between June and October,
especially in low-lying countries like
Bangladesh, where rivers swollen with
waters pouring out of the Himalayas often
burst their banks.
But extreme weather has become more
frequent and environmentalists warn that
climate change could lead to more serious
disasters.
Saiful Islam, director of the Institute of
Water and Flood Management at the
Bangladesh University of Engineering and
Technology, analysed 35 years of flooding
data and found that rains were getting more
unpredictable and many rivers were rising
above dangerous levels more frequently
than before.
“The last seven years alone brought five
major floods, eroding people’s capacity to
adapt, especially in the country’s northern
and northeastern regions,” Islam told Al
Jazeera.
-Al Jazeera

Afghanistan earthquake survivors dig
by hand as aid is delayed
in Paktika. He also said on Thursday that
two planes of humanitarian aid from Iran
and another from Qatar had arrived in the
country.
Neil Turner, country director for the
Norwegian Refugee Council (NRC)
in Afghanistan, said in a statement
that Taliban authorities had granted
humanitarian agencies full access to
affected areas.
However, according to Ramiz Alakbarov,
the UN deputy special representative to
Afghanistan, the Taliban did not formally
request that the UN mobilise international
search-and-rescue teams or obtain
equipment from neighbouring countries.
Many international aid agencies are wary
of dealing directly with the Taliban due to
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sweeping international sanctions, while
others have left Afghanistan altogether
after the Taliban takeover last August.
Al Jazeera’s Ali Latifi, reporting from
Paktia province, said World Food
Programme (WFP) trucks could be seen
heading to affected areas as well as convoys
from other international organisations,
but that poor weather conditions on
Wednesday had prevented much of the aid
from reaching people in need.
At a regional hospital, badly injured
patients were being turned away, he added.
“The Paktika regional hospital still lacks
very important resources,” Latifi said. “For
instance, they don’t have a helicopter, so
patients have to be sent to Kabul by road,”
a journey that takes on average five hours.

The United States on Wednesday expressed
sorrow and said it would look for ways
to help, including through potential talks
with the Taliban government.
“President [Joe] Biden is monitoring
developments and has directed USAID
and other federal government partners to
assess US response options to help those
most affected,” Jake Sullivan, national
security adviser, said.
The death toll reported as of Thursday was
equal to that of a quake in 2002 in northern
Afghanistan. Those are the deadliest
since 1998, when an earthquake of 6.1
in magnitude and subsequent tremors in
the remote northeast killed at least 4,500
people.
-Al Jazeera

MOTORING

2022 Porsche Macan 2.0T First
Test: Performance Limited
n

Miguel Cortina

Known for superb handling and exhilarating
performance, Porsche vehicles usually stand as
benchmarks within their respective segments.
The 911 is one of the world's best-handling
performance cars, and the Cayenne SUV has
hardly any faults. But after driving the basemodel 2022 Porsche Macan, we didn't feel the
same oomph, adrenaline, or emotion as with
other Porsches.
A Word on This Macan
The Macan lineup consists of four different
models—base Macan, T, S, and GTS. Our
test vehicle was a base Macan powered by
the 2.0-liter turbo-four engine that makes 261
hp and 295 lb-ft of torque coupled to a sevenspeed dual-clutch transmission. This is the same
powertrain shared with the Macan T.
But how base is "base?" This 2022 Porsche
Macan came optioned with active suspension
management , Porsche Torque Vectoring Plus ,
the Sport Chrono package , and other extra-cost
safety and aesthetic add-ons. For context, you
can basically purchase a loaded 2022 Genesis
GV70 with a V-6 engine for the same price.
Based on our experiences with MotorTrend's
long-term GV70, we're confident you'll be more
impressed with the Korean SUV.
On the Road
We previously described the Macan T as a
relatively "boring" Porsche, and our verdict
stands after spending more than a week driving
the base Macan with the same engine as the T.
The turbo-four lacks the power and engagement
Porsches are known for, and as a result it makes
this model feel like a tame family SUV. Step on
the throttle, and the response is mild and laggy;
the verve we feel in other Porsches is absent in
the base Macan.
The base Macan also shares its powertrain with
the 2022 Audi Q5, and while we described the
Ingolstadt model as "lively," we also noted
delayed responses from the transmission. What's
more, the Audi is only 0.1 second slower than
the Macan on our 0-60-mph and quarter mile
tests. With that price tag, it's easier to justify the
Q5's dynamics.
Fortunately, the rest of the 2020 Porsche
Macan feels great. On twisty roads in Malibu,
California, the Macan drove nicely into the
corners while delivering superb body control
when Sport Plus mode was active. The ride was
also comfortable and controlled on city streets.
The suspension delivered a mix of sportiness
and comfort depending on what kind of
experience we desired. This was all due mostly
to Porsche's Active Suspension Management
system, which adjusts the dampers depending
on road conditions and driving style. Toggle
between Normal and Sport modes, and the
suspension stiffens when you opt for a more
dynamic drive.
The steering also feels like it does in other
Porsches, delivering precision and massive

amounts of feedback, depending on the drive
mode. Overall, while the ride and handling
are representative of other Porsches, the
base Macan's weak engine delivers a subpar
experience. Considering where the Macan sits
in the segment today, this version doesn't stand
out as it might have a few years ago.
Inside the Interior
Usually when you get in a SUV, you expect to
find leather seats. We were surprised to discover
the base Macan came with cloth upholstery.
To be fair, the cloth felt and looked premium,
automakers across the segment deliver
Alcantara or nice leather.
The technology also let us down some. We
appreciated the large infotainment screen and
wireless Apple CarPlay and Android Auto
connectivity, but we couldn't figure out how to
use the full screen when CarPlay was active.
Instead, the display defaulted to a split layout,
making the CarPlay portion of the screen too
small for our liking.
The rest of the interior was sharp, however.
The 2022 Porsche Macan boasted premium
materials on the door panels and center console,
with soft plastics that live up to the luxury SUV
standard. Interior room was OK; although the
first row was spacious, adults standing 6 feet tall
or more may have some trouble with legroom.
Is the 2022 Porsche Macan a Good Buy?
During our time with the base Macan, I
conducted an entirely unscientific Instagram
poll where I asked people what they'd choose:
a base Macan with a 295-hp four-cylinder turbo
engine, or a 2022 Genesis GV70 Sport Prestige
with a 375-hp V-6. Fifty-eight percent said
they'd go with the Macan.
So, a lot of people prefer a badge over a better
vehicle, but that said, you do genuinely still feel
something special when you get into the Macan,
despite its shortcomings. But after spending
plenty of time driving the four- and six-cylinder
GV70, we know the Genesis SUV is the new
benchmark at this price point. Porsche might
hold the No. 1 spot in other segments, but the
competition has caught up to this Macan.
-Motor Trend

What's more, the
Audi is only 0.1
second slower
than the Macan on
our 0-60-mph and
quarter mile tests.
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Bayern Munich sign Senegal forward
from Liverpool in £35m deal
Sadio Mane has completed a £35m move
from Liverpool to Bayern Munich on a
three-year contract.
The Reds will receive 32m euros (£27.4m)
with an additional 6m euros based on
appearances, plus 3m euros for individual
and team achievements.
Liverpool turned down two bids from
Bayern before agreeing a fee for the
Senegal forward, who was under contract
until next summer. "This is the right time
for this challenge," said the 30-year-old.
"I felt the great interest of this big club
from the start so there was no doubt in
my mind." Mane joined Liverpool for
£34m from Southampton in June 2016,
and scored 120 goals in 269 games,
finishing last season with 23 goals in all
competitions.
"Sadio Mane is a world star who
underscores the appeal of FC Bayern and
increases the attractiveness of the entire
Bundesliga," said Bayern president Herbert
Hainer. "It is for such unique footballers
that the fans come to the stadiums."
Mane helped Liverpool win the Champions
League and the Premier League, and in
February scored the winning penalty as
Senegal won the Africa Cup of Nations for

the first time.
"With his outstanding performances and his
great successes at the highest international
level over many years, there are very few
players like him in the world," added
Bayern's chief executive Oliver Kahn.
"We're sure that Sadio Mane will delight
our fans in the coming years with his
spectacular style of play. He's ambitious
and eager to win more titles. This package
is very strong. With players like him at FC
Bayern, all the biggest goals are possible."
Last week Liverpool confirmed the signing
of Uruguay forward Darwin Nunez from
Benfica for an initial £64m.
In a farewell interview for the Liverpool
website,
Mane said: "It is really strange to no
longer be a Liverpool player but I had
an unbelievable time. I am going to be
Liverpool's number one fan forever."
Does Mane departure mark 'end of era' at
Anfield?
With Jurgen Klopp having been appointed
Liverpool manager in October 2015, Mane
was the German's first major signing at
Anfield the following summer.
Roberto Firmino was already at the club
and Mohammed Salah arrived in 2017 to

complete what would become one of the
greatest forward lines in Premier League
history.
In five seasons in all competitions, they
scored 338 goals between them, helping
Liverpool become champions of Europe
for the sixth time in 2019 and then win the
English league title for the first time in 30
years.
With the trio moving into or near to their
30s, Liverpool prepared for the evolution
of their attacking ranks by signing Diogo
Jota and then Luis Diaz, but Mane's
departure could be seen as the end of an
era at Anfield.
"It's a big moment, there is no point in
anyone trying to pretend otherwise,"
Klopp told the Liverpool website.
"One of Liverpool's greatest ever players
is leaving and we must acknowledge how
significant this is. But we must not dwell
on what we now lose, instead celebrate
what we were privileged to have."
Will the summer signings of Nunez and
teenager Fabio Carvalho from Fulham,
allied with the arrivals of Jota and Diaz,
spark a second phase of success for Klopp
on Merseyside?
-BBC

Rory McIlroy calls players who switch
'pretty duplicitous'
Rory McIlroy has called players who join
LIV Golf "pretty duplicitous" as Brooks
Koepka became the latest to move to the
new Saudi Arabian-backed series.
Four-time major champion Koepka joins
compatriots Phil Mickelson, Dustin
Johnson and Bryson DeChambeau in the
new $250m (£200m) eight-event series.
McIlroy, a staunch advocate of the PGA
Tour, said he did not expect the former
world number one to defect to LIV Golf.
"Am I surprised? Yes, because of what he
said previously," he said.
"I think that's why I'm surprised at a
lot of these guys, because they say one
thing and then they do another and I don't
understand.
"I don't know if that's for legal reasons I have no idea - but it's pretty duplicitous
on their part to say one thing and then do
another thing. In public and in private."
Speaking at the US Open last week, where
he finished 55th after a poor weekend,
Koepka complained that questions about
the LIV Golf series were throwing a "black
cloud" over the major.
Meanwhile PGA Tour commissioner Jay
Monahan has labelled LIV Golf as not
"healthy competition".
"As I told the players [on Tuesday], let
me be clear, I am not naive. If this is an
arms race, and if the only weapons here are
dollar bills, the PGA Tour can't compete
with a foreign monarchy that is spending
billions of dollars trying to buy the game
of golf," Monahan said.
"We welcome good, healthy competition.
The LIV Saudi Golf League is not that. It's
an irrational threat, one not concerned with
return on investment or true growth of the
game."
Koepka had already withdrawn from
Thursday's PGA Tour event, the Travelers
Championship, and has been described as
an "incredible" addition to the LIV Golf
series by its chief executive Greg Norman.
"The addition of Brooks is yet another
example of the incredible fields LIV Golf

is assembling as we build momentum
in our first season and look towards the
future," Norman said.
The American is expected to play in his
first LIV event at the second 54-hole, 48man tournament that runs from 30 June to
2 July in Portland, Oregon.
He will join his brother Chase in the
series and, on Tuesday, it was announced
31-year-old Mexican Abraham Ancer, the
world number 20, has also signed up to
play in the LIV Golf series.
Koepka, now ranked world number 19,
won the US Open in 2017 and 2018 and
is also a two-time US PGA champion,
claiming the Wanamaker Trophy in 2018
and 2019.
Norman added on Koepka: "There's
no understating the impact that Brooks
Koepka has had on the game of golf in the
last five years. He carries a championship
pedigree and record of success as one of
the most elite players in the world."
The PGA tour suspended 17 members
who participated in the first tournament at
Centurion Club earlier in June, which was
won by Charl Schwartzel, and it is likely
Koepka will receive the same treatment.
The organisation said in a statement: "The
players are being notified that they are
suspended or otherwise no longer eligible
to participate in the PGA Tour tournament
play, including the Presidents Cup.
"Players did not receive the necessary
conflicting event and media rights releases
- or did not apply for releases at all - and
their participation is in violation of our
Tournament Regulations. This same fate
holds true for any other players who
participate in future Saudi Golf League
events."
It was also announced on Wednesday that
LIV players will be allowed to compete
at the 150th Open Championship in July.
The US Open also allowed LIV golfers to
participate.
-BBC
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Springboks await for Wayne Pivac's side

n

Lauren Jenkins

When Siya Kolisi lifted the World Cup
in 2019, it marked the culmination of a
journey that had begun 518 days earlier.
The then head coach Rassie Erasmus was
taking charge of his first match and handed
out 13 new caps in a June 2018 encounter
with Wales in Washington DC.
Now with a similar length of time until the
2023 World Cup final in Paris, the teams
meet again.
But unlike four years ago, Wales are the
side looking for a resurgence while the
Springboks have set goals of developing
their game and building depth.
As Wales fly out to South Africa on 23
June, BBC Sport Wales runs the rule over
the formidable squad that Wayne Pivac's
team will meet this summer in a three-Test
series.
Waiting game
Appointed South Africa head coach in
January 2020, Jacques Nienaber could not
have imagined his first Test would not be
for another 18 months.
The pandemic limited opportunities to cast
the selection net too far and his selections
were initially designed to defeat the British
and Irish Lions, a task he managed with the
2-1 series win in the summer of 2021.
This 43-man squad named for this year's
series contains a balance of trusted senior
players, a return for some after a few years
out of the Test environment and a number
of potential debutants.
Form has been rewarded with an
impressive 17 players having experienced
the pressure of playing in a final for their
club this season.
One of those deciders was the inaugural
United Rugby Championship (URC)
final, played in Cape Town between the
Stormers and Bulls and won by the hosts.
The prospect of an expanding league was
sold to its audience as a chance to watch
the world champions ply their trade against
European nations, but it arguably became a
greater vehicle for shining a light on South
Africa's emerging talent.
That will only increase with their inclusion
in European competition next season.

Fresh faces
Five of the eight uncapped players in
Nienaber's squad played in that tightly
contested URC final.
Those include the relentless scavenger
Deon Fourie, who finished the game with
a man-of-the-match medal around his
neck and the highest number of turnovers
won this season. At 35, he could become
the oldest player to make his Springboks
debut.
His younger Stormers team-mate,
the dynamic and destructive number
eight Evan Roos, swept up the end-ofseason URC awards, including the most
prestigious of the lot, players' player of the
year.
Others have also impressed. Likened to
Jason Robinson by his World Cup-winning
coach Jake White, full-back Kurt-Lee
Arendse topped the charts for clean breaks
and he has reason to feel inspired - both
Cheslin Kolbe and Makazole Mapimpi
made their debuts a year out from a World
Cup and then scored in the final.
But do not expect too much game-time for
the new players early on this year.
Nienaber will be balancing the aim of
increasing squad depth with getting results
and building momentum first.
"When you represent the Boks, you
represent your country and you represent
a brand that has been around for more than
100 years," said Nienaber.
"That is not the platform to develop. If a
few results go our way over the course of
the season, we may be in a position to give
players more exposure to Test rugby."
Magic eight question
So all the signs point to an experienced side
being named for the first Test, although
Duane Vermeulen has been ruled out of the
series with a knee injury.
So who will fill the number eight berth?
If Roos has been the standout candidate in
the URC, his opposite number in that final,
Elrigh Louw, has been close behind.
A week later, though, in a pulsating
Premiership final at Twickenham, it was
Leicester's Jasper Wiese who took the
man-of-the-match accolade.
His 11 caps may make him the favourite to

wear the eight shirt despite only arriving in
camp five days before the first Test.
Bulls back row Marcell Coetzee could
also fill that void. He is a man who proved
crucial in stopping Leinster winning a
fifth consecutive URC title, no mean feat
given that their squad contained 19 Ireland
players.
Along with Quins' Andre Esterhuizen and
Warrick Gelant, Coetzee has another shot
to pull on the green and gold, with the
returning trio last donning the colours in
2019.
Number 10 dilemma
The tally of 17 players who have featured
in a final this season will rise to 18 on
Friday night if Handre Pollard takes
the field with Montpellier in the Top 14
showpiece.
Pollard is one of only two fly-halves in
the squad of 43, and one of just three who
have started under Nienaber and director
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of rugby Rassie Erasmus since 2018.
The others are Elton Janjties and Morne
Steyn, who retired from international
rugby aged 37 after clinching the 2021
Lions series with the winning penalty.
Johan Goosen, whose last Test appearance
was in a 2016 defeat against Wales,
has been in the preparation camp as
he continues his rehabilitation, which
suggests he may provide cover at 10 later
in the year when he returns.
But in the present, Pollard's fitness may
prove the most important of all.
Recent records
Since November 2008, 10 of the 15 Tests
between Wales and South Africa have been
decided by five points or fewer, a sequence
which is not lost on Nienaber.
"If you look at our history with Wales and
the facts then in my mind at least, I think it
will be a tightly contested series," he said.
Nienaber has also identified that his

upcoming opponent may be in the same
position as his own team were in four years
ago.
"I expect a desperate Welsh side, and not
because of where they are," he added.
"I can't give an opinion on what is going on
in their camp, but we have been desperate
before as Springboks when we came back
in 2018.
"I know what that feels like and I know
that is what we will probably face."
Respectful words, but South Africa have
never lost at home against Wales.
With the opening two Tests of this series
being played at altitude, and with home
fans back in the stands and the hosts
naming such an imposing squad, Pivac's
decision to call the series the "ultimate
challenge" is understandable.
That might even turn out to be an
understatement.
-BBC

